Newsletter

Newsletter no. 5 from DAMRC
This DAMRC newsletter can be forwarded to everyone interested in the DAMRC, but you are
only allowed to quote from the newsletter in agreement with Chairman Ole Mørk Lauridsen

oml@damrc.com or Project Manager Klaus Bonde Ørskov kbo@damrc.com
In this DAMRC newsletter you can among other things read about the launch of the DAMRC
homepage and the new DAMRC logo. Furthermore you can read about the new companies
and organizations joining the DAMRC and about the DAMRC-board approving the start up of
tree new projects.

Another strong organization has joined the DAMRC
Joining the DAMRC in August 2010, AluCluster is now a member.
AluCluster established as a foundation, is a centre within practical utilization of aluminum, and offers a wide range of competences within the aluminum industry. AluCluster has more than 200 members all involved with aluminum and aluminum alloys.
Teaming up with AluCluster means that the DAMRC now has a strong partner in connection with e.g. aluminum related courses, conferences and projects.
The mutual interest of the two organizations has led to the DAMRC joining AluCluster
as a member as well.
If you think that the DAMRC can be of value to your company, municipality, association
or educational institution, don’t hesitate to contact us. Please direct any interests in
membership / joining the DAMRC to Project Manager Klaus Bonde Ørskov at the above
mentioned mail address.

3 exciting conferences for the metal industy
During the next three months the DAMRC is co organizer or speaker at three larger
metal industry conferences in Denmark.
The first one is called “Industri i verdensklasse” (world class industry), held in Herning
Kongrescenter on the 6th October www.verdensklasse.nu
On the 11th of November the network ”Metalbranchen i bevægelse”, which the
DAMRC is part of, is hosting a conference for the metal industry in Denmark. The program will be based on several topics such as production optimization, total cost, the
creation of “added value” and political framework, all topics in the perspective of the
Danish metal industry. Final program is yet to come.
At the end of November 2010 the DAMRC in collaboration with Danish Technological
Institute, CenSec and AluCluster is arranging a conference focusing on machining and
utilization of Aluminum alloys. Final program is yet to come.

The DAMRC board approves three new projects
On a meeting the 16th of August 2010 the DAMRC board of directors approved and
initiated the work for realizing three new projects. The new projects concerns “measuring of large complex parts”, “Non Destructive Test (NDT) of metal parts in an ongoing production” and a new development project focusing on “vibrations in machining”
The projects will in the near future be further described in cooperation with potential
partners.

New and improved homepage
We are in the DAMRC proud to announce the launch of our new and improved homepage www.damrc.com
With the new homepage visitors are offered easy to access information on the
DAMRC.
Before the launch of the new homepage the old homepage had more than 400 visitors
from over 70 cities around the world. With the new and more attractive content we
hope that the homepage in the future will be more users friendly and that we will see
an increase in the traffic.
The homepage is created in close collaboration with Morten Bech Nielsen, as a part of
his bachelor project on the education International Communication and Multimedia
(ICM).

The DAMRC lunches the new logo
Together with the launch of the new homepage
the DAMRC introduces its new logo.
The color of the logo is blue (R10 G45 B140)
symbolizing how the DAMRC was established, as 9 out of the 12 founding partners
have a logo which is partial or completely blue.
The ”odd looking triangle” in the M symbolises a cutting tool stressing the DAMRC focus on advanced machining and manufacturing technology. The logo is created in collaboration with ICM-student Ivea Salutaura

DAMRC participates in Global Net 10
In the beginning of October 2010 the DAMRC is participating in a conferance in Italy
named Global Net 10. The conference is hosted by The Boeing Company and the approximately 50 participants are leading staff from Boeing supported research and development centers like the DAMRC.
The representatives on the conference are chairman of the board Ole M. Lauridsen
(CTO, Terma), Chairman of the technical comitee Carsten Risom (Project Development
Manager, Unimerco) and Project Manager DAMRC Klaus Bonde Ørskov.

Within the DAMRC there are high hopes and great expectations, that this conference
will be the starting point of enhanced collaboration with the other participating centers.

Registration and deregistration of newsletter
If you receive this newsletter from a colleague and wish to register for future updates
from DAMRC, simply send an email to kbo@damrc.com with the text "Sign up to
DAMRC newsletter”. If you receive the newsletter from us by mistake, you may also
unsubscribe at the same mail with the text "Unsubscribe from DAMRC newsletter.
Kind regards
Ole Mørk Lauridsen

Klaus Bonde Ørskov
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